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Ohneganos Ohnegahdę:gyo- Water is Life

Urban-Induced Hydromodification

From the perspective of the traditional Haudenosaunee, we speak in terms of responsibilities with respect to water, not in
terms of water rights. From time immemorial, we have held the view that the “law of the land” is not man-made law, but a
greater natural law, the Great Law of Peace ….the root words for “rain” in Mohawk means expensive, or precious or holy.
Urbanization, in general, increases impervious cover in a watershed. When impervious cover is increased,
Culturally, we would not abuse this resource (King, 2007).
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management and understanding of our watersheds grow. Effective management of urban runoff is
Dr. Dawn Martin Hill will provide an overview of the Global Water Futures projects that she leads; Co-creation of Indigenous
critical to the continued health of our streams, rivers, lakes, fisheries and terrestrial habitats.
water quality tools and Ohneganos: Indigenous Ecological Knowledge, Training & Co-Creation of Mixed Method Tools.
Ohneganos is a Global Water Futures (GWF) funded project that works with two communities, Six Nations of the Grand
Toronto & Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), as a watershed management agency, develops
River in Ontario, and Lubicon Lake Band of Little Buffalo in northern Alberta, addressing issues of water security, water
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